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U P C O M I N G  

A N N I V E R S A R I E S :  

 

Christy D.– 3rd 

Tytannia H.– 7th 

Amanda M.– 13th 

Kylan B.– 24th 

Jlynn U.– 30th 

U P C O M I N G  

B I R T H D A Y S :  

 

Jay L.– 21st  

   Once again readers, we can give thanks to 

Lexington House for putting on the              

celebration of our second year Thanksgiving 

dinner at Lexington House. We had a good 

turnout for the dinner for Thanksgiving, a 

good time, good company, and good           

fellowship among people. If we had not had the celebration, some 

of us may have been alone for Thanksgiving, sitting at home, and 

thinking about stupid thoughts, we don’t need, and landing us in 

the hospital, because we played into our thoughts. That is why we 

at the Club put the celebration at the Club for support people like 

me. For myself Club is a life saver, because if Club wasn’t here, I 

might be in the hospital, or dead. That is why I am in full support of 

the Clubhouse. That is why we need support of the Clubhouse    

fully, and helped the staff, and other stuff as well. That is why we 

must give thanks to the staff, and other organizations that helped 

put on the celebration. Most special give thanks to Genoa Pharmacy 

for their contribution! Thank you from the 

bottom of our Heart!      

-John S.  
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How has Lexington house impacted you in your life? 

It has helped me stay grounded. It has helped me with my social anxiety by giving 

me a place I feel safe to come to. I have been able to intermix with a variety of people 

and have learned many new things.  

 

I have been allowed to volunteer within the clubhouse. Doing a program called 

quickens which has allowed me to use some skills that I have used in my past jobs. 

Lexington Clubhouse helps gives me a purpose. And I really enjoy helping and mak-

ing a difference in people’s lives. While others are making a difference in my life. 

 

Some interesting facts you’d like to share about yourself. 

I got a bachelor’s degree in psychology in 2007. Which I have been able to use 

through the years in jobs and in life in general. To make impact in people's lives 

means a lot to me. I also went to a college where I was able to work under a chef for a   

year which taught me the ins and outs of cooking and baking. Which I use in my 

world today to touch people’s lives. 

 

What are some hobbies or interests you have?  

I enjoy baking for others. I enjoy doing acrylic painting 

along with abstract painting and doing crafts. My sister 

and I make journals for a shoebox project that goes to 

kids around the world. 

 

What are your favorite foods? 

I actually enjoy homemade pizza and salad. 

Colleague Spotlight: Christy D. 
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Turkey Spotlight 

By the Numbers # 
Average Daily Attendance 

“ADA” for November was:                             

                10.5 

 

What is the most exciting part 

of being a turkey at      

Thanksgiving?  

 

It is my day! I am being        

pursued as the prize of the day.  

 

Do you do any preparation for 

the turkey stampede? 

 

Obviously I drink coffee. Also I 

do some stretches including       

turkey lunges. 

 

Do you have a fan club/

following ? 

  

Yes I do! Including the          

colleagues of Lexington House 

and the people chasing me. 

Once again our executive 

director was the turkey for 

Faith Mission’s turkey  

stampede. This year was no 

different from last, he was 

caught and passed early and 

often in the 5k race. Some of 

our colleagues also attended 

the event. Overall it was a 

lot of fun. We did have a 

few questions for the turkey 

after the race.   

- Nik H. & Francis D. 
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    The Christmas Card Signing was a 

great significance for me because I got to 

see Tosh Davis MCreary again. I knew her 

from Faith Mission. It was so much fun 

and an exciting day for me. We had pizza 

from Bruno’s . It was a great night for all, 

thanks for letting me see someone that I 

haven’t seen in a long time.          -Jackie R. 

 

 

 

 

 

Save The Date: Monarch Gala 

Christmas Card Signing 


